A Clinical trial is one of the highly important phases between preclinical trials and drugs released into a market. For drug discovery to drugs came into a market it takes much time out of that time clinical trials constitute much percentage of that time. In preclinical trials we get information about side effects, toxicity, mutagenicity, carcinogenicity in small animals at very low doses far below the therapeutic dose that might be used during clinical trials. So it’s become necessary to test drugs in humans too. Because small animals are used in a preclinical trial and huge difference in human and other animal’s biological systems it’s necessary to evaluate the drug candidate for safety, efficacy, tolerability, toxicity, and pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties. The drug passes the trial phases in percentage is 70% in phase1, 35% in phase 2, 25% in phase 3 it reveals that many drugs pass preclinical phases and phase 1 of a clinical trial but then drugs fail to comply with the human biological system. In this review, we have discussed all phases of clinical trials and future chances of development in clinical trials to avoid or decrease the time, money, resources requirement in clinical trials based on advancement in technology.
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Clinical trials start after preclinical trials show supportive data to proceed4. Before starting clinical trials following concept consideration is of vital importance.

1) Ethical consideration – Clinical trials must be conducted only after the approval from the independent ethics committee as per GCP. A document of participant willingness to participate in a clinical trial must be obtained before the clinical trial that documents called Informed consent2. The ethics committee has to observe, analyze, and ensure that study not breaking any ethical principles like autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and, justice3.

2) Controlled trials – To evaluate the result of the experiment group there must be a standard group called the control group to whom the experiment group is compared for analysis of result called controlled trials. The involvement of a proper control group is highly important.

3) Randomization- Randomization is a technique through which both control and sample or experiment group get an equal opportunity to expose to the treatment so ultimately it avoids bias between the experiment or sample and control groups.

4) Blinding- Blinding refers to hiding the nature of treatment from subjects and investigators. When it's concealed from subject only called single blinks trial and when it's concealed from both subject and investigator called double-blind trial and when it's hidden from the participant, investigator and data analyst called triple blind trials6.

5) Inclusion and exclusion criteria-The basis on which patients are selected to participate in trials must be decided in advance. Like age, sex, race, duration, and severity of illness.

6) Sample size- because a clinical trial requires major ethical and financial consideration it's not possible to involve many populations in the trial. The sample size is the number of participants that must be incorporated into the study to get a valid result. The sample size is calculated statistically so it reveals the number of subjects to be included to obtain a decisive conclusion.

7) The multicentric trial-The trial is conducted at many centers to obtain data on a diverse population called multicentric trials. For example, a multicentric trial is conducted by the national cancer institute then the data is centralized for analysis for multicentric trials. One centralized IRB review process is sufficient to analyze multicentric trial procedure5.
PHASES OF CLINICAL TRIALS

➢ PHASE 0 (Microdosing study)
It’s 1st human clinical trial of a new untested drug. As the name indicates a very small dose of the drug is given to the 10-15 subject to assess pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of the drug. As we know the dose is very low it’s difficult to assess pharmacodynamic properties but in the case of anticancer drugs, it reveals some dynamic properties too. Microdosing study carried out to know either drug behaves the way we want or as anticipated in preclinical trial. If the drug behaves unexpectedly then the trial conducting team thinks that either “go/no go” to further trials. Because of the very low dose (1/100th), the pharmacokinetic parameter was assessed by using accelerator mass spectroscopy or LC tandem mass spectroscopy (LC-MS-MS) to measure very low drug. Phase 0 study has not developed that much extent till now. The purpose of this study is to speed up or streamline the approval procedure. In phase 0 there no chance of subject benefits because of too low dose and also fewer chances of side effect.

➢ PHASE 1 (Human pharmacology and safety)
This is 1st in the human study and 20-80 subjects are involved. 1st human administration carried out by clinical pharmacologist. The lowest estimated dose according to preclinical and microdosing study is given to the subject. Generally, healthy volunteers are used in this phase except for cancer and HIV medication (patients are used). Phase 1 study is an open-label. Major emphasis is given on safety and tolerability no efficacy data is obtained because healthy volunteers are used not patients.

Different ways of phase 1 study
SAD-Single Ascending Dose Studies this means a small group of subjects receive the dose of the drug if it’s well tolerated then the next high dose is administered to the next group until the MTD (maximum tolerated dose) is reached.

MAD-Multiple Ascending Dose Studies this means assessment of pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties by giving multiple small doses to the patient and by taking blood sample drug level in the systemic circulation is measured.

This trial (phase1) normally taken into consideration dose escalation to find optimum therapeutic dose. This phase takes 3-6 months and the success rate is 70%.

➢ PHASE 2 (Therapeutic Exploratory)
This study is 1st inpatient study and involved 50-300 subjects. Both efficacy and safety are determined in this phase and also dose range and ceiling effect in a controlled setting. Phase 2 is done in a double-blind manner. Drug toxicity and its interaction are recorded in this phase. This study is generally carried out at 2-4 center. Phase 2 reveals the therapeutic efficacy or usefulness of the drug candidate. It takes 6 months to 2 years and the success rate is 35%. Drug candidates fail here if it does not shows clinical efficacy.

➢ PHASE 3 (Therapeutic Confirmatory)
This phase of a trial is conducted generally on a large population (500-3000) and due to this, it’s carried out in a multicentric fashion. The safety of the drug is determined more broadly. This trial confirms the therapeutic efficacy observed in phase 2. Main aim of this phase is to determine the benefits to risk ratio. The adverse effect is determined by giving questionnaires to participants and responses are recorded. Phase 3 is the last step after completion of this NDA is filed. if this phase is succeeded the drug is released into the market. Approximately 25-30% of the drug able to pass this phase and the length of study is 1-4 years.

➢ PHASE 4 (Post-marketing surveillance)
In this phase generally act as participant subject. Those side effects not observed in these phases may be observed in this phase such as an idiosyncratic reaction and individual-specific side effect. Not related to how patients have studied during phase 1, 2, 3 phase 4 acts as the best non-interventional, naturalistic to assess drug safety. This phase remains alive until the drug in the market.

➢ PHASE 5
This translational research is designed to “move from bench to bedside”. The drug for which new use is discovered along with existed one come under phase 5 drug in phase 5 can’t be removed or withdraw from the market.

FUTURE OF CLINICAL TRIAL
Because we know that many drugs were discovered but out of those small percentage of drugs able to pass clinical trial phases.

To know about see diagram below:
In the future, there will be only 2 phases one exploratory phase and a confirmatory phase.

EXPLORATORY PHASE— apply biomarkers, modeling, simulation, advanced statistical methodology.

PROOF OF CLINICAL TRIAL – demonstrate POC then dose selection

CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT- Apply innovative tools and clinical trial design also use the various algorithm and genetic record of participant

DRUG APPROVAL- finally drug will approved.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS TO INCREASE SPEED OF CLINICAL CYCLE

➢ Adaptive clinical trial -The name itself suggests that such a method allows flexibility in clinical trial design based on interim data.

➢ Master protocol-this means the evaluation of more than one IND by keeping the overall trial structure unchanged.

➢ Synthetic control arms-these devices collect data from a previous clinical trial, electronic health records, fitness records, disease registries so this will reduce time, cost, and increases trial speed.

➢ Pharmacogenetic testing – in 2018 55% of trials were initiated by using selective pharmacogenetic biomolecule for patient selection to predict efficacy and safety.

CONCLUSION

After the preclinical study, a highly important step is a clinical trial. The clinical trial consists of 4 core phases and each step has its significance and importance. each phase requires a different population and involves determining if highly important parameter like safety, efficacy, tolerability, toxicity, and the other pharmacokinetic parameter which plays a vital role in drug development in the clinical trial. And as advancements in technology and an increase in demand to treat novel diseases and disorders, it’s of great demand to increase the speed of clinical trial by replacing traditional way through advanced technological tools.
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